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Local compositional changes induced by high repetition rate fs-laser irradiation can be used to pro-

duce high performance optical waveguides in phosphate-based glasses. The waveguide refractive

index contrast is determined by the local concentration of La, which can be changed by the action

of the writing laser pulses. In this work, we have investigated the degree of control that can be

exerted using this waveguide writing mechanism over the cross-section of the guiding region, and

the local refractive index and compositional changes induced. These variables can be smoothly

controlled via processing parameters using the slit shaping technique with moderate Numerical

Aperture (NA 0.68) writing optics. The combined use of X-ray microanalysis and near field refrac-

tive index profilometry evidences a neat linear correlation between local La content and refractive

index increase over a broad Dn interval (>3� 10�2). This result further confirms the feasibility of

generating efficient, integrated optics elements via spatially selective modification of the glass

composition. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896846]

Femtosecond (fs) laser writing1 has been proven a versa-

tile method for producing optical waveguides inside both

glassy2 and crystalline dielectrics,3 including highly non-

linear ones.4 Yet, one of its present limitations is imposed by

the maximum refractive index contrast accessible, which is

given by the refractive index modification mechanism

involved. Refractive index changes upon fs-laser writing

have been ascribed to a variety of mechanisms including lat-

tice densification/expansion,5,6 point defects,7 photochemical

modifications of the glass network,8 and changes in the

polarizability of the glass.9 However, with just a few excep-

tions,10,11 the associated refractive index change (Dn) is

below 10�2 and commonly involves the use of oil-

immersion, high Numerical Aperture (NA), writing optics.

The feasibility of inducing controlled migration of ions by

fs-laser irradiation would thus open up additional prospects

for fabricating efficient integrated optical devices inside

glasses as envisaged in Ref. 12.

Indeed, the observation of local compositional changes

upon irradiation of glasses with high and low repetition rate

fs-laser pulses has been a subject of study since the early

work of Hirao and co-workers regarding the precipitation of

non-linear crystals in glass matrices.13 More recently, ele-

ment redistribution has been observed upon static14,15 or

dynamic16,17 (moving sample) irradiation experiments

mostly in silicate glasses. However, none of these works has

provided evidence of local compositional changes leading to

light guiding in the written structures. Only recently, it has

been demonstrated that local modifications of the glass com-

position can be used to produce extremely efficient active/

passive waveguides in homemade18 and commercial phos-

phate glasses19 with Al2O3, K2O, and La2O3 glass modifiers.

The refractive index changes were due to the cross migration

of La and K ions, leading to Dn �1.5� 10�2 at 1620 nm.

Although smaller in magnitude (Dn �3.5� 10�3 at 670 nm),

cross migration of Te and Na ions has been shown to assist

local refractive index modifications also in a tellurite glass.20

In this work, we analyze the degree of control that can

be exerted over the cross section, refractive index, and com-

positional features of waveguides written via fs-laser induced

ion migration in a phosphate glass, in which La acts as the

refractive index control element.

The phosphate glass sample used is made of Kigre-

QxErSpa100 (composition �65�P2O5–10�La2O3–10�Al2O3–

10�K2O mol. %) doped with Er2O3 (2 wt. %) and Yb2O3

(4 wt. %). The waveguides were written using a slit-shaped

laser beam generated by high repetition rate, femtosecond

laser amplifier (Tangerine, Amplitude Systems) operating at

a wavelength of 1030 nm and a repetition rate of 500 kHz.

The pulse duration was �400 fs and the beam diameter

before the slit was 4.3 mm (1/e2 diameter). The structures

were produced 100 lm underneath the surface using a

0.68 NA aspheric lens. As variable processing parameters for

the study, we used the sample scan speed (v¼ 40, 60, and

80 lm/s), slit width (no slit, s¼ 1.2 and 1.4 mm), and the

pulse energy reaching the surface (500–800 nJ/pulse).

Further details on the writing set-ups are given

elsewhere.18,19

Figure 1 shows several transmission optical microscopy

images (differential interference contrast mode, DIC) of

waveguides produced with and without slit at different pulse

energies measured after the slit. In all cases, the waveguide

presents a white nearly circular region on top of a dark

pointed zone with depressed index. These two regions have

been identified as caused by the cross migration of La and K,

leading to a modification of the refractive index, which

increases with the local La content.19,21 In terms of the
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control that can be exerted over the cross-section of the

structures, the most remarkable aspect of Fig. 1 is that it

shows that the size of the guiding region can be fine-tuned

by adjusting either the pulse energy or the slit width. The slit

modifies the way energy is coupled to the material, leading

to a counterintuitive result: for the same incident energy, the

structures are narrower when using a slit to shape the beam.

In this irradiation conditions, the waveguides are formed

due to the balance between heat accumulation and thermal

diffusion22 effects, as can be observed by comparing the

cross-section dimensions (Fig. 1) with the spot size of the

aspheric lens (�1 lm). The use of the slit modifies the shape

of the focal volume by enlarging the dimension orthogonal

to the slit aperture (a factor of �3 in our conditions), thus the

same pulse energy on the glass is distributed on a larger vol-

ume. The lower energy density may not trigger the nonlinear

absorption in the whole focal volume (in particular, when the

pulse energy is moderate) and results in smaller glass modifi-

cations when the slit is used. On the contrary, when high

pulse energies (>730 nJ in our conditions) are used, the

energy density is well-above threshold in the whole focal

volume and the energy absorption, and thus waveguide size,

is almost the same irrespectively of the slit width (see Figs. 1

and 2). It can be concluded that, differently from non-thermal

regimes where the waveguide cross-section closely resemble

the focal volume shape, in this thermal regime, the use of the

slit does not directly determine the size of the waveguide, but

does so indirectly by affecting the energy absorption process.

The evolution of the size of the guiding region (D) as a

function of energy is shown in Figure 2 for s¼ 1.2 mm, and

“no-slit.” Both curves show a quasi-parallel evolution for

writing energies above threshold (�520 nJ) and below

730 nJ, with a vertical shift of �4 lm. This shift has an im-

portant consequence on the guiding characteristics of the

structures. The waveguides produced without slit and show-

ing D values >�8 lm (shaded area, corresponding to pulse

energy �580 nJ) do not support single-mode propagation at

980 nm.19 This greatly reduces the useful pulse energy inter-

val to produce efficient active waveguides without slit-

shaping. Indeed, for lower pulse energies (<580 nJ), the pro-

duced structures are highly stressed and poorly guiding. In

contrast, for s¼ 1.2 mm, single mode propagation can be

achieved for pulse energies up to 670 nJ (in this case, at

80 lm/s). In the plot, we can also see that D increases faster

for energies up to �600 nJ, while in the 610–730 nJ interval,

the slope of the curves diminishes. The behavior for

s¼ 1.4 mm (not shown) is similar to the one for s¼ 1.2 mm

but slightly shifted to higher D values, �0.5 lm in the

610–730 nJ interval. Above 730 nJ, the structure size

strongly increases again, and D finally reaches similar values

for the slit-less and slit-shaped structures (see also Fig. 1).

In the studied scan speed interval, the effect of changing

v within a factor of 2 has only a relatively small influence

over the size of the transformed region, in agreement with

the observations in Ref. 22. Overall, Fig. 2 shows that the

amplitude of the energy interval to fine tune the size of a

structure in a given range is determined by the slit width.

This effect has been shown to be particularly useful for fine

tuning the dimensions of single mode waveguides both at

980 nm and 1530 nm, as shown in Ref. 19.

In order to analyze the control over the compositional

changes produced and the local refractive index changes

achievable, the local La content of the structures was ana-

lyzed in a Leica S440 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

equipped with a Bruker AXS Quantax X-ray microanalysis

system with a resolution of 125 eV, while the refractive index

distribution in the waveguides was mapped (at 670 nm) by

means of a near-field refractive index profilometer (Rinck

Elektronik). Figure 3 shows as an illustrative example two

images of the same structure as seen by SEM and near-field

refractometry. An image of the guided mode of the structure

at 1620 nm is included for reference. The comparison with

the structures in Fig. 1 clearly shows that the guiding region

coincides with the white contrasted region in the optical mi-

croscopy, SEM (positive Z-contrast), and refractometry

FIG. 1. Optical microscopy images of waveguides produced with

(s¼ 1.2 mm (upper row), s¼ 1.4 mm (mid row)), and without slit (lower

row), at 60 lm/s, with the indicated pulse energy. The arrow indicates the

laser beam direction.

FIG. 2. Diameter of the guiding region along the direction transverse to the

laser vs. pulse energy for the indicated speeds and slits. Lines are to guide

the eye. The grey zone marks the region where the waveguides produced

without slit are multi-mode at 980 nm.
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images (positive Dn zone), consistently with the reported La

enrichment in the guiding zone (La depletion in the dark

zones).19 Also, the small mode field diameter observed, well

below 10 lm is a clear indication of the strong confinement

achieved and large refractive index change induced.11,18,19

The insets of Fig. 4 show the refractive index and La-K

compositional maps of the same structure. By measuring the

La content by X-ray microanalysis and comparing the result-

ing values with the corresponding local refractive index

maps, it is possible to establish a quantitative correlation

between local refractive index and La-content, as shown in

Fig. 4. Both parameters show a linear correlation, with

Dn¼ 4.95� 10�3 per mol fraction of La, a relation essen-

tially similar to that estimated in Ref. 19 based on the experi-

mental data available for binary P2O5-La2O3 glasses.21 This

provides a very large range of accessible index contrast for

the production of highly confined structures and small radius

of curvature waveguides.23 The extent of this interval could

potentially be broadened by modifying the initial La/K ratio

of the glass composition. An estimate of the curvature radius

that could be supported by the present structures for a

1.2 mm slit-shaped waveguide with a positive refractive

index of 1.5� 10�2 (Ref. 24) provides a value of � 8 mm.23

Although the relation between local ion concentration

and refractive index is well known and modeled in the case

of ion-exchanged waveguides,25 the precise correlation

between local concentration and refractive index in a fs-laser

written waveguide is a very remarkable result. It must also

be noted that local variations of the K content could poten-

tially contribute to the local index of the structures.

However, a representation similar to that of Fig. 4 for the

case of K leads to a strongly scattered plot in which the re-

fractive index shows only a general decreasing trend with

the K content (due to the correlated behavior of La). In all

cases, cross migration of K to the low index zone takes

place, a well known behavior for monovalent ions, which

usually diffuse towards defect rich zones.20 Nevertheless, we

observed large variations of the K content for similar index

values that further support that La is the refractive index con-

trol element.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the maximum Dn values

in the guiding region versus the pulse energy in structures

written for different slit width values. The curve shows an

overall behavior that reminds the one of the plots in Fig. 2.

For energies above threshold and up to �620 nJ, Dn increases

moderately while the size of the structures grows rapidly. At

about 620 nJ and up to 720 nJ, D shows a much more moder-

ate increase rate while Dn grows rapidly from approximately

5� 10�3 up to 1.4� 10�2. A further energy increase leads to

a nearly saturated behavior, both the size of the structures and

the maximum refractive index increase induced. A more

detailed comparison between Figs. 2 and 5 shows that in the

intermediate pulse energy region (620–720 nJ), the refractive

index of the structure can be very precisely controlled via

pulse energy, while its diameter can be tuned via slit width,

thus providing full control over the guiding properties of the

structure. It is worth stressing that maximum Dn values and

single mode operation at 980 nm and 1530 nm can only be

achieved simultaneously with slit shaping.

It has to be noted that the ultimate reasons for the migra-

tion of La towards the guiding region remain unclear.

Previous works have stressed the role of thermal gradients in

fs laser-induced ion migration phenomena14–16 or the oppo-

site migration behavior of glass formers and modifiers.12

Also more recently, thermal ionization has been analyzed as

an important factor in high repetition rate processing of

glass.26 However, the reason for a given ion to move towards

or opposite to a given gradient direction remains unsolved.

Once a given ion initiates its migration in the presence of a

FIG. 3. Scanning electron microscope (left) and refractive index profilome-

try (right) images of a waveguide written at a scan speed of 60 lm/s with a

slit width of 1.4 mm and 670 nJ/pulse. A near field image of the guided

mode at 1620 nm (center) is included for reference.

FIG. 4. Local refractive index change (Dn) as a function of the variation of

the La content for waveguides written with and without slit, for different

pulse energies. The inset shows the refractive index and a qualitative La-K

compositional mapping (La in red and K in cyan) of the same structure

shown in Fig. 3. Line is a linear fit of the data.

FIG. 5. Maximum local refractive index (Dn) vs. pulse energy for structures

produced with different slit widths.
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thermal gradient, other species should move in the opposite

direction in a high-temperature, highly ionized, molten state

to compensate charge/oxygen deficiencies. Further studies

will be required to answer this question, hopefully providing

a global model for a variety of glass materials.

In summary, we have shown that in high repetition rate

fs-laser written waveguides produced by element (La, K)

migration in phosphate glass, it is feasible to exert a precise

control of the cross-section and refractive index of the guid-

ing structures produced. Control is given by the use of slit

shaping that modifies the energy deposition profile and the

structure cross-section while pulse energy is the dominant

factor conditioning the enrichment of La in the guiding zone.
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